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STATEMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY 
 
 
Whatever the educational context, I create environments where students can develop their physical and 
mental awareness, expressive potential, and their ability to adapt within both artistic contexts and the 
world at‐large. My educational approach is a product of years of teaching students of various levels in 
traditional educational institutions and less‐traditional settings; it is also a product of a refined artistic 
practice which includes my work with avant‐garde dance‐theater, ensemble improvisation, and 
interdisciplinary collaboration. My teaching is firmly grounded in my belief in equality and respect for 
diversity, and is guided by several postmodern performance principles—pluralistic aesthetic value, 
embrace of self‐referential content, and the creation of non‐hierarchical collaborative environments. I 
value experiential learning and strive to teach at the confluence of theory and practice.  

My primary goal as an educator is to aid students in finding their unique creative voice. I do this in 
three ways: using the individual self as source, facilitating choice‐making, and creating a laboratory 
environment.  

o An artist’s greatest resource is her/his distinct set of accumulated experiences and insights. My 
classes mine these personal experiences and excavate individual impulses by employing writing, 
drawing, and movement, often in extemporaneous ways, to find the raw material for artistic 
work.  

o To increase the range of possible choices that an artist/student has, I work with cultivating 
awareness; I emphasize recognizing accumulated habits and default compositional choices that 
limit creativity. I also introduce multiple ways to approach art‐making through discrete artistic 
philosophies, often using guest artists to offer alternate perspectives.  

o I construct the conditions under which learning and creating flourish by building an 
experimental, rigorous, and supportive environment; I use strong formal guidelines, emphasizing 
mutual respect, to create this environment. I spark curiosity and critical thinking by actively 
modeling these attributes, asking questions, and sharing my contagious enthusiasm.  

My roles as an educator and artist are necessarily intertwined, with each role’s activity and insights 
informing the other. A commonality in all my work is a fundamental focus on refining the relationship of 
a part to its whole. For example, my movement classes help students hone the relationship of distinct 
body parts to the overall alignment and coordination of the entire body, and my classes in Ensemble 
Thinking, an improvisational and compositional training method founded by Nina Martin, foster a 
refined awareness of the relationship of the individual to the group. My artistic identity also mirrors this 
fundamental focus; my works play with the relationship of discrete elements, such as video or text, to 
the overall cohesiveness of a performance. Similarly, the positioning of my individual contribution in 
collaborative projects becomes an essential part of a cooperatively‐created whole. It is this sense of 
autonomy within the context of a collectively‐built community that characterizes my identity as an 
educator, an artist and a person.  


